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2007 – 2008 - Compréhension de l’écrit- devoir commun 3ème.

*Niveau A2 atteint à partir de 8 cases cochées (A2 ou B1)
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... / 10 X B1

LISEZ LE DOCUMENT ET COMPLETEZ LE QUESTIONNAIRE.
QUESTIONNAIRE. Cochez une seule case par ligne.

Dear Mum and Dad,
Sorry I didn’t write before, but we are so busy! There are twenty of us in our group at the camp,
ten boys and ten girls, of all nationalities. We are divided into five teams of four. I am with Paul an
Australian boy, Greg a funny American boy who always wears a baseball cap, and my roommate,
whose name is Deb. She is a real wet blanket1 and never likes anything, so I call her Miss Grumpy.
A week ago, I started canoeing, but I was so bad at it that the instructor called me Miss
Catastrophe. Wasn’t that a coincidence? Last Tuesday I had my first windsurfing lesson but I just
couldn’t stay on the board. I kept falling2 into the water, but it was fun all the same!
On Wednesday we spent the evening in town. First we had an enormous pizza, then we saw a
terrifying horror film. It was great!
On Thursday I beat Deb at tennis, but it was easy because she’s an awfully bad player.
On Friday it rained all day, but we went for a walk anyway, so my boots got all muddy and it was
hard work cleaning them.
Love.
P.S. I’d like to send a postcard to Grandpa and Grandma. Can you e-mail back as soon as possible
and send me their address? Thanks !!!!
1. a wet
wet blanket : a person who refuses to have fun
2. keep falling : fall again and again
I. This document is  a newspaper article  a letter
 an e-mail
 an autobiography
It was written on ................................................................
................................................................................................
...........................................................................
........................................... (full date).
II. COMPLETE:
COMPLETE
(First name + Surname) .......................……………….. is writing to her  parents
 in spring

 in summer

 in autumn

 grandparents

 Sharon.

A2
A2

A2

 in winter
A2
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 jobs

IV. It takes place

 in England

 in the USA

 in Italy

 at the seaside

 in the mountains

 in a capital city

It takes place

V. Sharon is with  her family

 holidays

A2

III. It is about

 her school

 school

 her American cousins

10  …………………………………….

A2
A2

 an international group

VI. What do the numbers in the text correspond
correspond to? 4  (number of)………………………
10  …………………………………….

 in Australia

A2

5  ……………………………

20  …………………………

B1

VII. WRITE THE NAMES of Sharon’s
Sharon’s THREE “friends”
friends” under the right pictures.

A2

VIII.

a) What did Sharon do ? Find the chronological order. Number the pictures from 1 to 7.
b) Now write the date for each activity, under the picture.

Number the
activities in
chronological
order : 17

A2

July ….th

Date

July ….th

July ….th

c) What was the weather like on Friday? 

July ….th



July ….th

July ….th





IX. 1. Name the hobbies she preferred and justify with one word from the text :
hobby : _____________________
justification : “____________________”
hobby : _____________________

justification : “____________________”

2. Name the 2 activities which were new to her and justify with one word from the text :
activity : _____________________ justification : “____________________”
activity : _____________________

justification : “____________________”

July ….th

B1



A2

B1
B1
B1
B1

X. Who is who ? Match the characters to their nicknames.
B1
Sharon is
 Miss Grumpy
 Miss Catastrophe because……………..............................………………………………
Deb is

 Miss Grumpy

 Miss Catastrophe because……………………..............................……………………… B1

XI. Here are some definitions. Find the corresponding words in the text.
............................. = amusing
.......................... = very dirty
........................... = fantastic

B1

............................. = be the winner .......................... = a person who shares a bedroom with you
XII. Read the document again and give some details.
B1
Where does Sharon live with her family? ..........................................................................................................................................
Whose address has she forgotten to take? ..........................................................................................................................................
How will she get that address? ..............................................................................................................................................................
What does she want to send these people? ........................................................................................................................................
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